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Layered Graph Embedding in a nutshell

Construct embeddings by bias random walks on separate sub-graphs as layers.

- **Embedding Generation:**
  - Wiki-link graph layer
    - Top 10 wiki languages are used.
  - Link-Main graph layer
    - Link appears inside main text extracted with Wikiextractor.
  - Clickstream graph layer
    - Sum last 12 months as edge weights.

- **Candidate Generation:**
  - $knn$ in lg2vec & doc2vec.

- **Ranking:**
  - $lg2vec$ & $doc2vec$ cosine similarity.
  - Pageviews, clickstreams, search-logs.
Results

- Generic recommendations that can be tuned/filter by types and languages.
- Recommendations (almost) 100% powered by Wikipedia.
- Dataset to be made **publicly available** soon.
- #Discuss Session:
  - Modeling & embeddings
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